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Let K be a finite field. We are interested in determining the cohomology 
groups of degree 0, 1, and 2 of various KSL,+,(K) modules. Our work is directed 
to the goal of determining the second degree cohomology of S&+,(K) acting on 
the exterior powers of its standard I + l-dimensional module. However, our 
solution of this problem will involve the study of many cohomology groups of 
degree 0 and 1 as well. These groups are of independent interest and they are 
useful in many other cohomological calculations involving SL,+#) and other 
Chevalley groups [ 11. 
Various aspects of this problem or similar problems have been considered by 
many authors, including [l, 5, 7-12, 14-19, 211. There have been many techni- 
ques used in studing this problem. Some are ad hoc and rely upon particular 
information concerning the groups in question. Others are more general, but 
still place restrictions, such as restrictions on the characteristic of the field, the 
order of the field, or the order of the Galois group of the field. Our approach 
is general and shows how all of these problems may be considered in a unified. 
way. In fact, the same method may be applied quite generally to other Chevalley 
groups acting on certain of their modules [l]. While the method is general the 
results are not. It will be seen that the case 1 K j = 2 presents considerable 
complications both in the final results and in their proofs. The present paper 
(Part I) is devoted to the case / K ) > 2 and considers the case j K 1 = 2 only 
when it adds no additional work. Part II is devoted entirely to the case / K j = 2. 
We summarize our results in Table I, but first we need some notation. Let K 
have 4 = ps elements, where p is a prime integer, and let r = Gal(K/K,,), where 
K,, is the prime subfield of K. Let V be the standard 2 + l-dimensional module 
for KSL,+,(q) and let Vi = Ai V for i = I,..., 1. When (T E r and U and Ware 
KSLl+,(q) modules, let H,(U, W) denote the KSLl+,(q) module consisting of 
* Portions of this paper appear in the author’s Ph.D. Thesis, written at the University 
of Michigan (1976) under the supervision of Professor Jack E. McLaughlin. 
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the a-semilinear maps from U to W, and let W denote the module obtained from 
7J by twisting by the automorphism a. Then Table I gives the K-dimension of 
the groups H”(SL,+,(q), M) for various n, I, q, M. 
TABLE I 
dim, ff”WL+dqh Ml 
M = v,, l<i<l 
Exceptional 
n dim, Exceptional (1, q, i) dim, 
0 0 None - 
1 0 (1,2” > 2, 11, (292, 11, (2,2,2), (3,292) 1 
2 0 (1,2” > 4, l), (2, 3” > 3, l), (2, 3’ > 3,2),(2,5, 11, (2,5,2), 1 
(292, I), (2,2,2h (3,2,1), (3,2, 3h (3,2# > 2,2), 
(4,2, 11, (4,2,4) 
M = HJV< 9 Vj), 1 < i,.i < 1, OEr 
Exceptional 
n dim, Exceptional (1, q, o, i, j) dim, 
0 0 (44, 1,&i) 1 
1 0 q = 2with{i,j}n{1,1} = ,U ? 
(1, 3”, fr, 1, l), (1, 5, 1, 1, I), (2, 2” # 4,&, 2, 11, 1 
(2, 2” # 4,2, 1,2), (2,2’ # 4,2,2, l), (2, 2” # 4,&, 1,2) 
(I > 2, 2, +, 2, l), (1 > 2, 28, 2, 1, 2), (E > 2, 23, 2, 1, 1 - 1) 
(I > 2,2”, ;, l - 1, 0, (3, 2, 1, 1, 31, (3, 2, 1, 3, 1) 
(2,4,2,1,2), (2,4,2,2, 1) 2 
M = HJiV<, HJIVj 9 Vd), 1 < i, j, k < I, o,TEr 
Exceptional 
n dim, Exceptional (I, q, o, 7, i, j, k) dim, 
0 0 (1,2,1,1,1,1,1),(1,9,1,1,i,j,i+j(modI+l)) 1 
Remark 1. Sah [19] has shown that F(SL,+,(2), Hom,(Vi , V,)) # 0 when 
Ii-j] = 1. 
Remark 2. Since Ext,, ,+,(d( Vi”, V/) e F(SL,+,(2), Ho,-I( Vi , V,)) (see 
[ 13, Chap. lo] for the first isomorphism and (1 .l) and Lemma 1. I for the 
second), the results of Table I give a classification of the KSL1+I(q) extensions of 
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VjT by Vi0 when q > 2. See Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.5 for a more explicit 
description of these extensions. 
Remark 3. In Table I of Part II we give explicit generators (on Sylow p-sub- 
groups) of many of the nonzero groups listed in Table I. 
The key idea in the proofs is to pass to a suitable maximal parabolic subgroup 
and use the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence to evaluate the cohomology 
on this subgroup. These evaluations involve similar questions about a group of 
smaller rank. The rank one questions are resolved by explicit calculations. 
In many cases the terms in the analysis are 0 (usually when q, p, or I is large 
enough). The maps and their images in the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
have been worked out explicitly [17, 11. Th us when a nonzero term occurs it is 
often feasible to explicitly construct a cocycle on the parabolic subgroup (or a 
Sylow p-subgroup) and check to see if its class is stable for the remaining 
generator of the Weyl group. This determines if the cocycle may be extended to 
XL,+,(q). Indeed McLaughlin [17] h as used this procedure to show several 
cohomology groups of degree 2 are nonzero. 
Our organization is the reverse of the reduction mentioned above. In Section 1 
we establish notation and lay the ground work. In Sections 2, 3, and 4 we resolve 
the degree 0, 1, and 2 questions, respectively. 
The author thanks Professor Jack E. MacLaughlin for his help and encourage- 
ment. In addition, in Section 4 we give several (unpublished) explicit cocycles 
which he constructed and verified belong to stable classes. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let p be a prime, q = p”, K = GF(q), and F = Gal(K/K,) where K,, is the 
prime subfield of K. Let G be a group and V and W be (left) KG-modules (we 
will always assume G, V, and W are finite). Throughout this section we let g 
and v be arbitrary elements of G and V, respectively. Hom(V, W) is a KG- 
module by the action g . h: v -gh(g-lv) where h E Hom( V, W). For 0 E r 
let H,(V, W) denote the o-semilinear maps from V to W. Using Dedikind’s 
lemma and counting dimensions we have Hom(V, W) N Goer HJV, W) in 
KG-modules. As usual V* = Hom,(V, K). We use @ to denote tensor pro- 
ducts over K. 
Let R: G + GL,( V) be the map giving V as a KG-module. When v E Aut(G) 
and 0 E Aut(G&( V)) we make new KG-modules VW and Vu by the compositions 
Rg, and aR. Then F and 0 induce isomorphisms for n > 0 
y*: fP(G, V) h/ H”(G, VW), 
(1.1) 
CT*: fP(G, V) ‘v N”(G, Vu). 
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Choose a base for V and let u E P act on V by acting on the coordinates in this 
base. Let 0 E P act on x E GL,( V) by acting on the entries of the matrix for x in 
this base. In this way P C-+ Aut(GL,(V)) and (xv)” = XV’. 
LEMMA 1.1. Regard P c+ Aut(GLK( V)) as above and let 0 E I’. When T E r 
or 7 E Aut(G) we have the following isomorphisms in KG-modules: 
(a) H,( I/, W)’ N H,(V’, W); 
(b) ( I’*)T ‘u (V)*; 
(c) H,p, W) N (v*y @ w. 
Proof. It is seen (a) and (b) follow directly from the definitions. For (c) we 
observe the KG-isomorphism CL: I/‘*o @ W 5 H,(V, W) where a(f @ w): v + 
f(i?q w, f E v*. 
When G < GLr+r(p) and p E End(K*) we make a new KG-module ~Vby the 
action g . v = (det g) “gv. Note, if p, 7 E End(K*), u E P then 
H,(W) “W) rufl--(rPHc(V, W) (1.2) 
as KG-modules. 
Now we discuss the cohomology of groups. We shall assume all cocycles are 
normalized (vanish when any of their arguments is the identity). We mention a 
few results from the general theory of cohomology of groups which will be used 
regularly (often implicitly) in what follows. We refer to [3, 131 for general 
information on this subject. If G has central elements which act fixed-point-freely 
on V then H”(G, I’) = 0 for all n > 0 [6]. If P is a subgroup of G whose index 
is prime top then the restriction map Res(P, G) is an isomorphism of H”(G, V) 
onto the stable elements of Hn(P, V) [3]. When G is a Chevalley group and U is 
a Sylow p-subgroup, a class in Hn( U, V) is stable for G iff it is stable for all the 
fundamental generators of the Weyl group [5, Sect. 61. Since SL,,@) is the 
universal Chevalley group A,(q), the above result shows we determine an element 
of H”(SL,+,(q), I’) by giving a representative’s restriction to the upper triangular 
matrices and verifying its class is stable for {wi}, i = I,..., E. Here wi: ei -+ ei+l -+ 
-ei , and wi fixes the other elements ei of a standard base for an 2 + l-dimen- 
sional vector space. We shall determine a few classes this way. 
Assume we have a split exact sequence of groups A >-+ P ++ X, that A is a 
K-vector space, and that conjugation in P induces a KX-module structure on A. 
When W is a KP-module the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence gives the 
exact sequences 
H1(X, WA) >+ H’(P, W) ---f Hl(A, W)x -% H2(X, WA) 
(1.3) 
--f H2(P, W), 5 Hl(X, HI@, W)) 2% H3(X, WA) ---f 
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where H2(P, W), is defined by the exact sequence 
Hz@-‘, W), >+ H2(P, W) Res(A,P) H2(A, W)“+. (1.4) 
We proceed to describe more explicitly some of the terms and maps appearing 
in these sequences. Much of the following discussion is taken from the work of 
McLaughlin [ 171. We shall briefly mention only those results which are necessary 
for our work. 
Assume throughout that a, b E A and x, y E X. Let Z2(P, W), denote those 
those cocycles defined on P which vanish on A x A. Then H2(P, W), ‘v 
Z2(P, W),/Z2(P, W), n B2(P, W). When f~ Z2(P, W), define p(f) E 
Cl(X, Cl(A, W)) by p(f) (x) (a) =f(~, u2-l) - f(a, x). It can be seen that the 
cocycle condition onf, together with the fact that f vanishes on A x A, implies 
that p(f) (x) E Z1(A, W) and that (p(f) (xy) - p(f) (x) - x . q(f) (y)) (a) = 
(a - l)fb, Y>. Th is implies that P induces a well-defined map Y on the classes. 
Assume that W is A-trivial. Then $1 = +2 = 0 and the two remaining 3-term 
exact sequences in (1.3) split. We define the splittings. When [d] E H1(A, W)I = 
Hom(A, W)* define S2,[d] = [f] wheref(ux) = d(u). It is easily checked that G1 
is a splitting of Res(A, P): HI(P, W) -+ H1(A, W)z. 
To define Q2, a splitting of Y, we take [d] E H1(X, Hom(A, W)) zE Ext,(A, W) 
and let Q,[d] be the class in H2(P, IV), going with the semidirect product 
E[d] X. To compute .Q2 explicitly we observe that E[d] may be regarded as 
W x A where x E X has action x(w, a) = (X(W) + d(x) (uz), us). Using this it 
can be computed that Qa[d] is represented by the class (ax, by) -+ d(x) (b”). 
There are some further reductions which we will be needing. Again assume 
that W is a trivial A-module and let Alt2(A, W) denote the group of &-bilinear 
alternate forms from A to W. Define 6: Z2(A, W) -+ Alt2(A, IV) by the formula 
4.f) (4 4 = f(% 4 - f(h 4. It is seen that the cocycle condition on f implies 
that J(j) E Alt2(A, W) and that B2(A, W) _C Ker@). Thus 0” induces a well- 
defined map d: H2(A, W) + Al@(A, W). We claim that d is a surjection. When 
p # 2 it is seen that + + 44 is a natural splitting of d. In any case, let (a,}, 
i=l ,..., m, be a &-base for A and when #I E Alt2(A, W) define f4 E Z2(A, W) 
by f6(C siui , C tjuj) = Cicj ~$&(a~ , uj). It is easily checked that 4 -+fd is a 
&-splitting of A. 
Let Ht&A, W) = Ker(d). Observe that H$,(A, W) corresponds to the 
Abelian extensions of W by A and these classes are represented by symmetric 
cocycles. We claim there is an isomorphism 
H: Hi2,(A, W) N Hom(A, W) (1.5) 
where H[f]: a --f xff(u, iu), where we sum over i = I,..., p - 1. First we show 
that H[f] E Hom(A, W). 
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From the cocycle condition on f we obtain the equations 
f(a + b, iu + ib) - f(b, ia + ib) = f(a, (i + 1) b + ia) -f(a, b), 
f (a, iu + (i + 1) b) - f (a, iu) = f ((i + 1) a, (i + 1) b) - f (iu, (i + 1) b), 
f (b, iu + ib) - f (b, ib) = f ((i + I) b, iu) - f (23, iu). 
Adding these together, summing over i = I ,..., p - 1, and using the symmetry 
of f, we obtain the equation C {f (a + b, iu + ib) - f (a, iu) - f (b, ib)} = 
c {f ((i + 1) 6 (i + 1) b) - f (k ib)) - c f(4 b) = f(P% Pb) - f (a, b) - 
(p - l)f(u, b) = 0. Thus H[f] E Hom(A, IV). 
It is easily checked that it E(f) is the extension of W by A corresponding to 
the cocycle f, then E(f) is Abelian iff [f] E Hz,(A, W) and E(f) has exponent p 
iff H[f] = 0. Such an E(f) is a K,-vector space and thus splits. Thus H induces 
a well-defined injection on H,$(A, W). T o see that His a surjection we need only 
see the groups in question have the same order. This is well known when 
A = W = Z, and follows for arbitrary A and W from the fact that both Horn 
and Hib are functors which are additive in both variables. 
Combining these facts we obtain the exact sequence 
Hom(A, W) >+ H2(A, W) 2+ Alt2(A, W). (l-6) 
It can be checked that under the conditions of (1.4), both d and H are KX-maps. 
Thus we obtain the exact sequence of K-modules 
Hom(A, W)x >--f H2(A, W)x-+ Alt2(A, W)” -f+ Hl(X, Hom(A, W)) -+. (1.7) 
When 2 and q are clear from the context we shall use GL for GL,+l(q) and SL 
for SLt+,(q). Regard these as the nonsingular and unimodular (I + 1) x (E + 1) 
matrices with entires from K. Put V = Kzfl ( co 1 umns), the standard module for 
GL, and let {e}::: be the standard base. Let Vi = Ai V when 1 < i < 1. It is 
known [20, 221 that Vi is an absolutely irreducible KSL-module. Recall 
a E Aut(GL) where 2 = (.c’)“. 
LEMMA 1.2. V* N pf N -lV,+,-, in KGL-modules. 
Proof. The first isomorphism is well known at i = 1 and follows easily from 
this for the remaining i. For the second, define #: vi r; -lV,+l-i by #(en, A ... A 
e,J = el A ‘.. A Z& A ... A cni A ... A e,,, where - denotes that the corres- 
ponding term is omitted. It is known that I,!J extends to a KSL-isomorphism and it 
may be checked that I,ZJ commutes with the diagonal subgroup of GL showing it is 
a KGL-isomorphism. 
Next we define the maximal parabolic subgroup to be used and decompose 
the modules with respect to this subgroup. Assume Z >, 1. Let U be the K-span 
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of {ei):=l 5 put x = ((0” :, I x E G&(U), t = l/det(x)>, A = {(i “1) 1 OL E Kz (co- 
lumns)), and P = (A, X}. We have a split exact sequence of groups 
A>+P-++X. U.8) 
From the above description we see X N GL,( U) and U is the standard module 
for X. Let X0 C X correspond to the subgroup SL,( U) C GL,( U). Conjugation 
in P induces an X-module structure on A and it can be seen that 
A ?llJ as KX-modules. (l-9) 
It is important to observe that P contains a Sylow p-subgroup of SL. We 
may apply the Cartan-Eilenberg stability theorem to conclude that if W is any 
KSL-module then Hn(SL, W) is isomorphic to the stable elements of Hn(P, W) 
for n > 0. 
Next we give the KP-structure of Vi . 
LEMMA 1.3. There is an exact sequence of KP-modules 
ui >--+ vi * -1 lJ,-l . (1.10) 
Furthermore: 
(a) U, E A kU as KX-module for k E (i, i - I}, 
(b) this sequence splits in KX-modules, 
(c) A is trivial on Vi and -1U,-l , 
(d) ViA = Vi. 
Proof. Define U, to be the K-span of all en, A ... A en, , n, < n2 < ... ni < 
1 + 1 and Wipl as the K-span of all en, A ... A eni-, A et+, where n, < n2 ... 
niel < I+ 1. Since Ui and Wiel are stable for X, we have Vi = Vi @ Wdel in 
KX-modules. Clearly Ui N A iU and it is seen that $: Wiml ri’ -lUiel is a 
KX-isomorphism where #(en1 A ... A eniel A et+l) = enI A ... A eniml . 
Part (c) follows from the fact that [U, A] = 0 and [e,+r , A] C U. For (d) 
observe that since A is not trivial on Vi we now have CJ’~ ,( ViA < Vi. Since 
ViA is a KX-submodule of Vi and VJU, N Wiel is KX-irreducible, it follows 
that Vi = AiA. 
2. COHOMOLOGY OF DEGREE 0 
It is the purpose of this section to prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. The results listed in Table I hold when n = 0. 
Proof. Let Mdenote the module in question. When M = Vi, for i = I,..., 1, 
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the result is clear from the fact that Vi is KSL-irreducible. When M = 
H,( Vi , Vj) we have seen that M N (VT)0 @ Vj . When o # 1, according to 
Steinberg [20, Theorem 1.41, this module is irreducible, and so contains no 
fixed points. When c = 1 the result again follows from Steinberg’s theorem 
which implies Vi and Vj are nonisomorphic absolutely irreducible KSL-modules 
when i # j. 
Assume M = H,( Vi , HT( Vj , Vk)). S’ mce Vi is KSL-irreducible, a nonzero 
element of the group in question is a KSL-injection Vi0 + ZZ,(Vi , V,) N 
(I’:), @J Vk . When 7 + 1, according to Steinberg’s theorem, the latter group 
is irreducible and distinct from Via, showing no such injection exists. When 
(T # 1 the same argument holds using the fact that EZ,( Vi , H,(Vi , V,)) ‘V 
(V,*P 0 (q+y 0 v, = K(Vj , H?(Vi > VA). 
So now we assume n = 7 = 1 and let d(i, j, k) denote the dimension of the 
group in question. Using Lemma 1.2 we have Hom,( Vi , V,) N Hom,( V$, Vi*) 
‘v Hom,(V,+,-, , V,+,&. Thus d(i, j, k) = d(i, 1 + 1 - k, E + 1 -j). Observe 
also that Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 imply @Z N Hom,( V,+rpi , Hom,(Vz+,-i , I/,+,-,)). 
Using this and (l.l), together with the previous equalities, we obtain 
d(i,j,K)=d(i,Z+l-Zz,Z+l-j)=d(Z+l-i,Z+l-j,Z+l-Zz) 
= d(Z + 1 - i, k, j). (2.1) 
Assumei+j<Z+ l.Itisseenthatif#:AiV@AjV+Ai+jVisgivenby 
I,/J(~ @ u) = II A TJ, then I/I is a nonzero KSL-fixed point in Hom,(Vi @ Vj , V,+j) 
N Hom,( Vi , Hom,( I’, , Vi+J). Together with (2.1) this gives the claimed lower 
bound except for the case (1, 4) = (1,2). 
Since Vi is an absolutely irreducible KSL-module, d(i, j, Zz) is the multi- 
plicity of Vi as a submodule of Hom,(Vj , V,). The structure of this latter 
group is known when (j, k) = (1, I) or (1, 1) [18, Sect. II, Propositions 1 and 21, 
and the theorem follows in these cases. 
This together with (2.1) implies we may assume Z > 3. Again using (2.1) 
we may assume 0 < R - j < Z - 1. We use induction. Take 0 # C# E Hom,( V< , 
Hom,( Vj , V,))sL and note that since Vi is irreducible, 4 is determined by C+(U) 
for any 0 # u E Vi . Write 4 = z I#~,~,~ where $r,s,t E HomK( U, , Hom,( U, , u,)>” 
and we sum over rE{i,i- I),sE{j,j- l>, t~{K,k- l}. Note we are using 
Lemma 1.3 and its notation, but we omit the superscripts since we will need only 
the KX,,-structure of the Ui’s. Since + # 0, for each Y there is some (s, t) such 
that +r,s,j # 0. By induction we must have one of 
(la) i + j = K(Z), (lb) i + j - 1 = k(Z), (Ic) i+j=k-- l(Z); 
and we must have one of 
(2a) i - 1 + j = K(Z), (2b) i - 1 + j - 1 E k(Z); 
(2~) i- 1 +j-K- l(Z). 
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Assume (la) holds. Since 1 3 3, (2a) and (2b) fail. Thus d(i, j, k) < 
dim,HomK(U,-l , HomK(Uj , U&)sLz(q) < 1 (since 4 is determined by 
4(U,...J). The theorem is proved in this case. 
Assume (lc) holds. When I > 3 it is seen that (2a), (2b), and (2~) fail. The 
theorem holds in these cases. When I = 3, then (2a) and (2~) fail but (2b) may 
hold. Using previous knowledge we may assume i = j = K = 2. Here 
4 - 0 except possibly #l,l,s # 1.s.t - 0. Observe that A acts trivially on 
Hom,( U, , U,) < Hom,(Vs , V,), but A is not trivial on U, < V, . Since 4 
is an A-map, we must have +1,1,2 = 0. Thus q5 = 0. 
Assume now (lb) holds. This, with the assumption 0 < K - j < 1 - 1, 
implies i + j = k + 1 < I + 2. Then +7,S,t = 0 except possibly when 
(~,s,t)~{(i,j- l,k),(i- l,j,k),(i- l,j- l,k- l)}. For VEV$ write 
w = (ui + uiel A e,,,) with Ui E Vi and uidl A e2+1 E Vi-1 . Since $r,s,t is fixed 
by X,, C X, induction and the previously given isomorphism Vi @ Uj + Ui+i 
imply $(Ui + Ui-1 A el+J (Ui + Uj-1 A el+l) = a(% A Ui-1) + @“i-l A 4 + 
c(uipl A uipl A el+J for some a, b, c E K. Define a! E S&+,(q) by (a - 1): 
ei -+ &et+l , set uiPl = ujP1 = 0 and ui = e, A .. A eiel A e, , uj = ei A .. . A 
ei+j-2 A e, . With these choices it is seen from the above formula that (a - 1) . 
4 = 0 implies c = 0. Now $( Vi) ( Vj) C ZJ, < Vk and since V, is irreducible, 
$tJ = 0. 
3. COHOMOLOGY OF DEGREE 1, 4 > 2 
It is the purpose of this section to prove that the results listed in Table I 
hold when n = 1 and 4 > 2. For reference we will state the following theorem. 
A proof may be found in [lSj, or in [5] when 4 > 3, and in [18] when 4 = 3. 
We remark that this theorem may be proved in a way similar to the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. This is carried out in the following paper for the case 4 = 2. 
It is seen that only minor modifications are required for the case 4 > 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Hl(SLl+l(q), Vi) is us giwen in Table I when q > 2 and 
1 <i<Z. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. We shall devote the 
entire section to proving it. 
THEOREM 3.2. H1(SL,+l(q), H,(Vi , V,)) is us given in Table I when q > 2, 
o E r, and 1 < i, j < 1. 
The case E = 1 is provided in the following. The additional information of the 
lemma will be used later. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let V be the standard two-dimensional module for GL,(q) and 
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u E r. Then fP(GL,(q), H,(V, V)) = 0. Also, W(SL,(q), H,(V, V)) = 0 except 
when (q, U) E {(3”, *), (5, l)}. In the exceptional cases the group is of dime&on 1. 
Proof. Regard G&(q) as the 2 x 2 nonsingular matrices with entries from K 
and H,( I’, V) as the module of 2 x 2 matrices with the action x . h = x/zx-~, 
where x E G&(q) and h E H,( V, V). Let U = {(‘, ;) j u E K}, T = {(i &) 1 t E K*}, 
and identify u with (i ‘;) and t with (i G,). S ince U is a trivial intersection set 
whose normalizer in S&(q) is UT, we have Hl(SL&), H,(V, I’)) iii W(UT, 
w v, q = ffl( u, w v, V>‘. 
When q = 2, I’ is the Steinberg module for SLs(2) so V and &(I’, V)) are 
projective and the result follows. When p # 2 and 0 = 1 then H,(V, I’) N 
K @L whereL = Ker (Trace). Except when q = 5, the result follows from [14] 
and the well-known facts about Hr(G, K) where G = G&(q) or X.,(q). When 
q = 5 note that d: u + (3U2 u -i$) E H,( I’, V) is a nontrivial T-stable cocycle and 
so it is the generator of W(U, Hom,(V, V))T. It can be checked explicitly that 
[d] is not stable for {(i t) 1 t, s E K*} showing F(GL,(S), Hom,( V, I’)) = 0. The 
lemma follows in these case. 
Assume now o # 1 or q = 2” > 2. Take j (normalized) in Zl(UT, H,(V, V)) 
and write f(u) = (fij(u)). The cocycle condition on f gives the following: 
(1) f2& + 4 =f21W +~2lw 
(2) f22b + 4 =f22(4 +.f22w - u"fi&>; 
(3) fllb + 4 = fll(4 + f&9 + 421(4; 
(4) fl2b + 4 =fl2(4 +"fizt4 - ~"fil(4 + ~f22W - @+lfilw 
Since T is a p/-group we may assume f ] T = 0. Apply f to the equation 
(i ,$) (t 3 = (t ty) (i &), use the cocycle condition on f, and the fact that 
f 1 T = 0 to obtain 
(5) f*dW = t-1-of21(49 
(6) .M24 = t%zW, 
(7) f11(t24 = vll(4, 
(8) fi2(t24 = t1+Y12w 
In the computations to follow we shall be using the facts that if 71 E End(K*), 
thenx+x”isadditive ~~~P,andifa,rEr,theno+rErc>p=2and 
0 = T (note the addition of o and 7 is in End(K*)). 
Assume first q = 2” > 2. Take u = ZJ in (2) to see fir = 0. Now (2) and (6) 
implyf,, is additive andf2s(t) = t(g-r)/sf,,(l). Thusf,, # 0 implies (u - 1)/2 = 
4 E r 2 u = 1 + 24 E r + C/J = 4, u = 2. In a similar way from (3) and (7) we 
obtain fir = 0 or u = 8. Take u = 2, = 1 in (4) to obtain frr( 1) + fi2( 1) = 0. 
If u # 4 or u # 2 then fll( 1) or fi2(l) is 0 implying fir = fi2 = 0. Otherwise 
;t = 2 so q = 4 and we may subtract fromfthe cobundary u -+ (U - 1) . (~,P,,, i). 
Now fil = fi2 = 0. Note T centralizes C,;r, z) so f still vanishes on T. 
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We now have fri =faa =far = 0. Now (4) and (8) imply far == 0 or 
(1 + u)/2 E r and as before this implies o = 1. Then f(u) = (u - 1) (“$l’ “,) 
is a coboundary. 
Finally assume u # 1, ps > p > 2. Using the symmetry of u and z: in (3) we 
obtain fir(u) = ufir(l). Similarly from (2) far(u) = u”fil(l). Since 0 # 1 we 
have far = 0. Now (2) implies fiz E Hom(K, K) = BdEr H,(K, K) so we may 
write f&u) = C $z& for certain $ E K. From (6) we obtain fiz(t2) = tOmlt,,(l). 
Thus fi2 = 0 or t” = C kmt24+l. Regard td = t”“* for 0 < n, < 1 r 1 . Then we 
have a polynomial of degree at most 2pS-l $ 1 with ps solutions. But p3 Q 
2ps-l + 1 and so fi2 = 0. 
In a similar way from (4) and (7) we obtain fil(u) = u”fil(l) and fil(u) = 
u(1-u)~2fiI(l). Thus fil = 0 or 1 - u = 2a holds in End(K*). This implies 
1 = 30 so 4 = 3”, u = &. Here it can be seen that 6: (’ ;“) + (g” g’“) gives a 
nontrivial class in H1( U, H,( V, V))‘. 
Subtracting a scaler multiple of d (if necessary) we may assume fil = 0. Now 
using (4) and (8) as above it is seen fi2 # 0 implies the existence of a polynomial 
of degree 2ps-r with ps solutions, a contradiction. 
It remains to see H’(GL,(3”), H,( V, V)) = 0 when u = 4, s > 1. This follows 
from the fact that GL,(3”) h as central elements acting fixed-point-freely. 
Now we proceed with the proof of Theorem 3.2 when 1 > 1. First we give 
the lower bound. 
We may regard V @ V as the contragradiant module of (I + 1) x (I + 1) 
matrices for GL. Let JZY and Y denote the submodules of alternate and sym- 
metric matrices, respectively. If p # 2, then V @ V = & @ Y. We are 
interested in the case p = 2 where & C Y. 
Assume p = 2 and let 7 = 2 E r. Define d E Hom,(Y, p) by Ok = sii 
(subscripts denote the usual coordinate projections) and define d E Hom,( VT, Y) 
by d(v)if = &vi . Thus Ad = lv7 . We claim d(gsgt) = g’d(s) for all g E GL. 
For this observe we have d(gsg$ = (gsgt),, = xjzlc gijsjrgi, + xjil; giisjkgi, + 
Zj>k gijsjkgi, = Z:j (gij>” sjj = (g’d(s))i . H ere we have used the fact that s is 
symmetric so the cross terms j > k and j < k add out. We thus obtain an exact 
sequence of KGL modules 
d>+Y++ VT. (3.1) 
Applying the exact functor Hom,( VT, J to (3.1) and taking GL-cohomology of 
the resulting sequence we obtain the exact sequence + Hom,( VT, Y)Gr. + 
HomK(VT, V/7)GL -ta fP(GL, HomK(VT, &)) -+. Sequence (3.1) splits iff 
a(lr,.) = 0, and according to Sah [IS, Sect. 2, Proposition 11, this holds iff 
(A 4) = (192). 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume p = 2, (1, q) # (1, 2), and let 7 = 2 E F. Then 
a( I+): g + a(1 v~) (g): v -+ gd(g-w’u) gt - d(v) represents a nonxero chzss in 
Hl(GL, Hom,( VT/‘, &)) N fP(GL, H,( V, .@‘)). 
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Proof. Choose d E Hom,( 1/7, Y), which projects onto lV7 E Hom,(P, V). 
Then i3(1 “T) (g) = (g - 1) . d. By Lemma I .I we have HomK(V, &‘) P 
(If”)’ @de! H,(V, c,d). 
COROLLARY 3.5. When q = 2”, (T = +, 7 = 2 E r, excluding the case (1, q) = 
(1, 2), the group H1(G, H) is nonzero where G = GL,+,(q) 07’ SL,+,(q) and H = 
H,(V, d), H&d, V), H,(P, d) OY H&d, P). 
Proof. We have seen the corollary holds when H = Hom,(V’, -0l) E 
(P)* @ JZ! !X H,( V, JZ!). Since ,& N A 2V = V, as KGL-modules, we have 
.a? ‘v 5P and p N V* by Lemma 1.2. Thus H,(V, &) e (V*y @ .d F 
(zP @ V*)T ‘l H,(d, p)T and (1 .l) p roves the claim when H = H,,(&, P). 
The others can be obtained from these by using the fact that Hl(GL, H) r~ 
Hl(GL, I?). 
Remark. It can be seen that the other nonzero groups of the corollary 
correspond to the nonsplit extension 9, 9, and 4, where 9 = V @ V/d is the 
module of quadratic forms on V. 
LEMMA 3.6. (a) The lower bound of Theorem 3.2 holds. 
(b) Assume q = 2” > 2 and the upper bound of Theorem 3.2 holds. If o E I’ 
and 5,~ E End(K*) then Hl(GL,+,(q), HJcVi, “V,)) = 0 when (a, i, j, 7 - ~5) 
is not in ((2, 1, 2,0), (&,2, 1,0), (2,&l - 1, l), ($,I - 1, 1, - 3)). 
Proof. Except for the case (1, q) = (2,4), ( a is immediate from the previous ) 
corollary, Lemma 1.2, and the fact that & ‘v V, . 
Let 01, p E End(K*) and assume H is a KGL-module. Then if [d] E 
Hr(GL, &H), it can be checked that g E GL acts on [d / SL] E H1(5’L, OH) as 
multiplication by (det g)a-a. Thus [d SL] is stable for the action of GL on 
Hl(SL, OH) iff a = /I. 
Assume now (1, q) = (2,4) and (T = 2 = $ E l? Using the previous corollary 
we can find 0 # [d] E Hl(GL, H,(V, , V,)). Also since H,(p, z?) N H,(plV, , 
-‘V,) CZ~H,(V~, V,) (by Lemma 1.2 and Eq. (1.2)), we may find 0 f [f] E 
Hl(GL, lH,( V, , V,)). Since 1 # 0 in End(K*), we see [d 1 SL] and [f / SL] are 
stable for distinct actions of GL and so are K-independent. The case (i, j) = 
(I, 2) is similar. 
Now we prove (b). The claim is immediate unless (a, i, j) E ((2, 1, 2), (4, 2, l), 
(2,1, 1 - l), (i, 1 - 1, 1)). Since GL: SL is prime to 2 the restriction map gives 
an isomorphism Hl(GL, H,(V, , “V,)) ‘V Hl(SL, +“~HJP’~ , Vi))GL. Under the 
assumptions of (b) we see the restrictions to SL of the classes given by the 
previous corollary form a K-base for Hl(SL, H,(Vi , V,)). Now it can be seen 
that GL acts nontrivially unless (a, i, j, 7 - ~5) is as given. 
Now we proceed to the proof of the upper bound of Theorem 3.2 assuming 
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1 > 1 and 4 > 2. Let d(a, i,j) denote the K-dimension of Hr(SL, EZ,(Vi , V,)). 
Then Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 imply H,( Vi , vj) N (V$)” @ I’i ‘V ((V&r-$ @ 
VL+l--i~ N H,( V,+l-j , Vt+l--i)o where 7 = c-l. Now by (1.1) we have d(a, i, j) = 
d(&, 1 + 1 - j, 1 + 1 - i). If H E ZY,(Vi , VJ, then using Lemmas 1.1 and 
1.2 it is seen that A z H,,( pi , pj) = H,(V,+,-, , V,+r-J. Then (1.1) implies 
d(a,i,j)=d(a,Z+ 1 -i,Z+ 1 -j). F rom these two equalities we may also 
obtain the equality d(a, i,j) = d(u-l, j, i). 
With these equalities it is sufficient to prove the theorem assuming 
1 <j<i<l and i+j<E+ 1. (3.2) 
As remarked earlier we shall compute the cohomology of the parabolic subgroup 
P acting on the various modules. This will be sufficient except in one case when 
it will be necessary to check the stability of a cocycle defined on P. 
Fix u E P. Using Lemma 1.3 and applying the exact functor P&,( -, Vj) we 
obtain the exact sequence of KP-modules H,(-lU,-l , Vj) >-+ H,( Vj , Vj) -+ 
H,(Ui , Vj). Thus 
40, i, j) < c dim, H1(P, H#U, , V,)) 
wherethesumisoverKE(i,i-l}andweagree5=Owhenk=iand5=-1 
whenK=i- 1. 
It is seen that H,(cU, , Vj)A = H,,(cU, , Vi”) = H,(cU, , UJ. Now the first 
terms of sequence (1.3) give us the exact sequence of K-modules 
H1(Xy H,(‘lJk , Uj)) >+ H’(Py H,(‘lJk p Vj)) + Hl(Ay H,(‘Uk , VI))‘+. (3.4) 
We shall use induction for the first term of this sequence. For the third, we take 
A-cohomology of the exact sequence of KP-modules (obtained from (1.10)) 
H,(clJ, , Vi) >--t H,(tU, , VJ -++ H,(CU, , -llJ-J to obtain the exact sequence 
of XX-modules Ho(bUk , -‘U,-J >+ Hom(A, H,(zU, , U,)) - Hl(A, H,(tU, , 
V,)) --+n Hom(A, HJU, , -l?J-J). We write this as the exact sequence of 
XX-modules H >--+ Hl(A, H,(EIJk , V,)) +-f Im n where His defined by the exact 
sequence of &TX-modules H,(cU, , -llJ-J >- Hom(A, H,(CU, , 77,) ---f-t H. 
Taking X-cohomology of these sequences gives the exact sequences of 
K-modules we shall be using: 
H* >--+ Hl(A, H,(CU, , V,))” --f (Im P)~, (3.5) 
HoVJ, > -lUj-l)~ >+ Hom(A, H,(CU, , U,))” + Hx 
4 H’(X, H,(‘Uk 9 -‘Uj-1)) +. 
(3.6) 
In the following lemmas we evaluate the terms in (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6). We 
then use this information in (3.3) to get claimed upper bound. 
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LEMMA 3.7. In (3.5) the group (Im rr)” = 0. 
Proof. From the paragraph preceding (3.5) we see (Im 7r)” C Hom(A, 
KSc U, 3 -IV,-i))z L Gssr ri,( U, , H,( U, , Uj-i))% Using Theorem 2.1 and 
assumptions (3.2) it can be seen that this latter group is 0 except for casej = 1 
(recall Zz E {i, i - 1)). 
In this case -‘U,-r is of dimension 1. We need only the X0 structure of the 
modules involved so we omit the superscripts i& - 1. Suppose (Im v)~ # 0 and 
takefE Z1(A, H,( U, , I’,)) with 0 # n[f] E (Im r)% 5 Hom(A, H,( U, , U,-,))%. 
For a E A and u E U, write f (u) (u) = fi(u) (u) + fjel(a) (u) where fs(a) (u) E U, 
for s E {i,i - l}. The cocycle condition on f implies fj(a + b) (u) - fj(a) (u) - 
f,(b) (u) = (a - 1) f,-#) (u). The symmetry of a and b implies 
(a - l)fj-IV) (4 = (b - l)fi&) (4 
Note that n[f] # 0 implies fiel # 0. 
(3.7) 
Choose a and b to be K-independent in A. Since A is KX,-irreducible and 
fj-l # 0 we have 0 # fjel(a), fjpl(b) E Hom(U, , Uj-l). Since U, is KX,- 
irreducible we have Ker(fj+,(u)) n Ker(fj-r(b)) < U, . Choose u E U, such 
that fjpl(a> (u) # 0, fjvl(b) (u) f 0. 
The map A + Hom(H,(U, , Uj-i), H,,(U, , U,)) given by a + a - 1 is an 
injection, since it is clearly a nonzero KX-map and A is KX-irreducible. Since 
Uj_1 is of dimension 1, Eq. (3.7) contradicts the independence of a and b. 
LEMMA 3.8. In (3.6) the module H,(rU, , -lUj-l)x N Hom(A, H,(cU, , U,))“. 
Proof. It is sufficient to see the dimension of the second term is not greater 
than that of the first. Replacing X by X0 , using (1.2) and Theorem 2.1, it is 
seen that the second group is 0 unless u = 1 and 1 + K =i(Z). In this 
case we have Hom(A, H,(cU, , U,))” = Hom,(iU, , Hom,(CU, , U,))” ‘v 
-l-cHom,( U, , Hom,( U, , U,))” ‘V (-l-rK)x ‘v H,(CU, , -l Uj-l)x by Theorem 
2.1. 
LEMMA 3.9. In (3.6) the group H1(X, H,(LU, , -‘Ujml)) = 0 except possibly 
when (1, q, u, i, j, k) E ((2, 2”, 2, 2, 1, l), (2,4, 1, 1, 1, 1)). In the exceptional cases 
the group has dimension at most 1. 
Proof. Assume first that I = 2. It can be computed that under the assumption 
(3.2), Xhas central elements acting fixed-point-freely on the module in question, 
with the exceptions listed, or the module is the trivial l-dimension KX-module. 
In this case the result follows from the fact that X/X’ N K* is a p/-group. The 
upperbound in the nonzero cases follows by replacing X by X0 and using 
Theorem 3.1. 
Assume Z > 2 and Theorem 3.2 holds at 1 - 1. When p # 2 the lemma is 
immediate by induction. We assume p = 2. Then by induction the lemma is 
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immediate unless (R,j - 1) = (2, I), (I - 1, I - 2), (I - 2, I - I), (1, 2). 
Observe that (3.2) . pl im ies K >j - 1, hence the last two cases are impossible. 
In the second case, using (3.2), we have 1 - 1 + Z - 2 = k + j - 1 < 
i+j- 1 <I. This implies Z=3 and (2,1)=(Z- l,Z-2). Thus we may 
assume (k,j - 1) = (2, 1). Then H,(‘U, , -‘U,-J = -l-ucHO(U,, U,). For 
5 = 0 or - 1 the result now follows from Lemma 3.6(b) except for the case 2 = 3 
and 5 = - 1. Here i = k + 1 = 3 and j = 2 so assumption (3.2) is violated. 
LEMMA 3.10. In (3.4) the group Hl(X, H,(CU, , 17,)) = 0 except possibly 
when (1, q, u, i,j, k) E {(2,4, 1, 1, 1, 0), (2, 3, 1,2, 1, I), (Z, 2”, $, 2, 1, 2)). In the 
exceptional cases the dimension is not greater than 1. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the previous lemma. When 1 = 2 it is 
an application of Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.3, the central elements in X, and the 
known facts about X0 and X/X,. When Z > 2 use induction, assumptions (3.2), 
and Lemma 3.6(b). 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 3.2. The relations (3.2)-(3.6) together 
with Lemmas 3.3-3.9 give the claimed upperbound except for the cases 
(1, q, u, i,j) = (2, 4, 1, 1, 1) or (2, 3, 1, 2, 1). In the first case we have 
Hom,(V, , V,) = K @L where L = Ker(Trace). The result follows from the 
fact that SL,(4) is perfect and Hl(SL,(4), L) = 0 [5, Table 11. 
In the second case we have dim, H1(P, Hom,( V, , V,)) < 1. We shall see 
this group is of dimension 1 but the cocycle is not stable for SL,(3), and this 
will complete the proof. Hom,( V, , I’,) N V,* @ V, N V, @ V, may be 
regarded as the contragradiant module of 3 x 3 matrices. It can be checked 
explicitly that 
ff ; “:i+ ; wj 
is a nontrivial cocycle stable for 
0 1 0 
i 1 
-1 0 0 
0 0 1 
and consequently is the restriction to a Sylow-3 subgroup of a generator of 
W(P, Hom,(Vs , Vi)). It can also be checked explicitly that [f] is not stable for 
1 0 0 
t 1 
0 0 1 E SL,(3). 
0 -1 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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4. COHOMOLOGY OF DEGREE 2 WHEN q > 2 
In this section we prove the result listed in Table I for the cohomology groups 
of degree 2 when 4 > 2. These results are previously known through the com- 
bined works of several authors. The are covered by McLaughlin [17] and 
Griess [9] when i E { 1, I}, by Sah [IS] when q is prime, and by Landazuri [16] 
when q > 4. 
The method of Landazuri is analogous to the method of [5] used for the 
computation of cohomology groups of degree 1. The essential ingredient is the 
use of the Cartan subgroup to make comparisons between the weights induced 
on the root spaces and the weights induced on the module in question. When 
Landazuri’s criteria [16, Theorem 3.21 are satisfied (e.g., q > 5) the second 
cohomology of the Bore1 subgroup acting on the module in question is 0. This 
method gives little or no information when q is small. 
Our method is similar to those used by Sah and McLaughlin, but generalizes 
them to include the nonprime fields and all i such that 1 < i < 1. These methods 
use the full information available from a maximal parabolic subgroup. We will 
give a unified proof of Theorem 4.1 which considerably simplifies previous 
proofs and shows how to approach these problems in a common way. 
Still there are cases which require special attention. These may be resolved 
by a more careful analysis but in a couple of cases it will be more convenient to 
refer to other sources. The case (2, q, ;) = (5,4, 3) does not seem to admit a 
simple analysis. Our proof in this case is motivated by the one that Landazuri 
has given. 
THEOREM 4.1. The results of Table I hold when n = 2 and q > 2. 
Assume first 1 = 1. If p # 2 then --I E Z(SL,(q)) acts fixed-point-freely on I’ 
and so the result is clear in this case. Assume p = 2. Let U and T be as in the 
proof of Lemma 3.3. Then, as before, we have H2(SL2(q), V) rv H2(U, V)*. 
Identify (i 1”) E U with u E K and (i 4,) E T with t E K*. Let W be a one- 
dimensional KUT-module on which U acts trivially and T acts with weight 
0 (i.e., 0 E End(K*) and for t E T, w E W = K we have t w = O(t) w). It is seen 
that U is a KT module of weight 2. When (T, T E r define [flo,,,] E H2(U, W) by 
fb,d(% 4 = ~“~T. According to [2, Lemma 11, H2(U, W)’ is generated by all 
[fto,,,] such that 0 = 2(0 + 7) (arithmetic in End(K*)). 
Let El = {(z) 1 h E K}, E, = V/E,. Then El and Es are KUT-modules of 
weight 1 and - 1. We claim the only solution to 1 = 2(u + T) is u = 7 = $, 
and the only solutions to -1 = 2(0 + T) are (q, {a, T}) = (4, (2,2}), (8, (1, 2)). 
This is easily checked directly, or we refer to [2, Lemma 5(b), (c)]. 
Now suppose [f] E H2(U, V)T and let fi and f2 denote the projections onto 
El and E, . Then [f2] E H2(U, E2)T and so we may assume f2(u, v) = u”uTk2 , 
where k, E K and 0, 7 satisfy -1 = 2(0 + 7). S ince u is an involution and f is 
481/54/I-16 
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normalized, it is seen the cocycle condition, 8j(u, u, u) = 0, implies u .f(~, u) = 
f(~, u). This means $s(u, u) = 0. This implies k, = 0 and hencefa = 0. Now 
we may assume [f;J E ZP(U, EJ and hence f(~, V) = ((“$‘4). 
We claimfis a coboundary iff q = 2,4. Supposef = Sg for someg E C1( U, V). 
If gi denotes the projection onto Ei , i = 1,2, then it is seen f = Sg implies 
ugs(w) = (u~)l/~. Taking v = 1, we see 1 = 4 E r, i.e. q = 2,4. In these cases 
it is seen we may set g, = 0 and gs(u) = u and then f = Sg. 
Before proceeding to the case I > 1 it will be convenient to prove the following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Ifp = 2 and (1, q) # (1,2) thm H2(V1, V2)sL = 0. 
Proof. Regard V, , Va , and 9’ as the columns of degree (I + l), and the 
alternate and symmetric (1 + 1) x (I + 1) matrices, respectively. When m is a 
matrix let L(m) denote the matrix obtained from m by setting to 0 all entries on 
or above the diagonal. Let g E SL, s E 9, and a, b E V, , and define the (1 + 1) x 
(I + 1) matrix a * bt by (a * Q, = a& . 
We shall evaluate the terms of (1.7). Using Theorem 2.1 it is seen 
Hom(V, , V2)sL = 0 and Alt2( Vi , V2)sL. C a,,, H,( Vi , H,( Vi , V.))sL is of 
dimension 1 when Z > 1 and is of dimension s = 1 r 1 when Z = 1. We shall 
show the map a of (1.7) is an injection. Let Fe denote the set (1) when 1 > 1 and 
let r, denote r when 1 = 1. When u E Z’,, define rr, E Alt2( V, , V,) by n,,(u, b) = 
(u * bt + b * at)“. It is seen that Alt2( V, , V2)sL is generated by {rO}, u E r, . 
We intend to obtain the cocycle of Lemma 3.4 so recall the maps d and d 
defined just before that lemma and let 7 = 2 E I’. Note that since s is symmetric 
we have s = L(s) + L(s)t + dd(s). Define fm E Z2( V, , V,) by fO(u, b) = 
(L(u * bt) + L(u * ZG)t>“. Observe that f0 projects onto 7r0 E Alt2( Vi , V,). Observe 
also that since a * ut is symmetric we have fO(u, a) = (a * ut + d(u+))o. 
To compute &T~ we recall the isomorphism H of (1.5). Thus %rJg) (u) = 
(g - 1) . fXu, u) = (gfo(g-lu, g-la) gt - f,(u, u)Y = (gd((g-V) gt - d(4),. 
Assume first (I = 1. Then this is almost the cocycle of Lemma 3.4. We need only 
further observe that the KSL-isomorphism Hom,( VT, V2) N H,( VI , F’,) 
is given by h ---f h’ when h’(u) = /~(a~). This shows [no] # 0. 
Assume CJ # 1. The isomorphism (1.1) shows that [rO] is a nonzero element of 
H1(SL, H,(V, , V,y). Thus the [rr,]‘s are independent and the result follows 
here as well. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let k ~{i, i - l} and 5 E End@*) and agree &’ = 0 when k = i 
~ns~=-1whenk=i-l.ThenH~(A,~U,)~ is 0 with possible exceptions only 
when (4 P, i, k) E ((2, 3, 1, 01, (2, 5, 1, 01, (&3,2,2), (4 3,2, I), (2, 3”, 2,2>>. In 
the exceptional cuses the group has dimmsion at most 1. 
Proof. We use (1.7). Since A = IV, , by Theorem 2.1 we see Hom(A, ‘U# 
is 0 unless k = 1. When k = 1 it is (C-lHom,( U, , VI))” N (L-lK)” and this is 0 
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unless 5 - 1 = 0 in End(K*), i.e., (4, i, k) = (3,2, 1). Theorem 2.1 shows 
Alt2(A, r U# _C @,,, H,( U, , H,( U, , U,))xo is 0 unless K = 2 or I = 2. When 
I # 2 and k = 2 we have (Alt2(A, cU,))ro C Hom,(lUr , Hom,(lUa , ‘U,))x N 
(r-2Hom,( U, , Hom,( U, , U2))x N (r-2K)x and this group is 0 unless 5 - 2 = 0 
in End(K*), i.e., (q, i) E {(3,2), (4, 3)). In the latter case we use the previous 
lemma. 
Assume 2 = 2. Then CU, N “K where 77 = - 1 when k = 0 and 7 = 1 when 
k = 2. Observe &(A, nK) N n--o( U,*p N +20Ulo using Lemma 1.2. Thus 
Alt2(A, rU,)x C Hom(A, Horn@, CU,))x ‘v @ *-30Ho(Ul, Ulu)x N @ (neSuKy 
OEI- OEI- 
and this is 0 unless 7 - 30 = 0 in End(K*), i.e., (q, i, u) ~((3, 1, l), (5, 1, l), 
(8, 1,2), (3", 2, $)I. 1 n case q = 8 we use the previous lemma. 
We proceed with the proof of the theorem. From (1.1) and Lemma 1.2 we 
have 
(4-l) 
Taking A-cohomology of the exact sequence of Lemma 1.3 we obtain the 
exact sequence of KX-modules 
O+-lUiml+ Horn@, Ui)- ffl(A, vdL Hom(A, -We-,) 
.Y+ fp(A, Ui) z fP(A, V,) --z H2(A, -‘u&l). 
(4.2) 
Now we use (4.2) to analyze the relevant terms of (1.3) and (1.4) when 
W = I’, . Assume i = 1. Observe first that H2(X, VA) = H2(X, U,) = 0, 
since X has central elements acting fixed-point-freely on U, . 
We claim r1 = 0 in (4.2). Take fe .??(A, V,) and write fr and f0 for the 
projections of f onto the subspaces U, and -lU, of I’, . Thus f,, = nlf. If 
a = (i “1) E A then it is seen the cocycle condition on f implies f. E Hom(A, U,) 
and fi(a + b) -fr(a) - fi(b) = elf(b). The symmetry of a and b implies 
orf,(N = Pfoo(4 w e c h oose 01 and /3 to be K-independent and then we see f. = 0. 
Next we claim Hr(X, H1(A, Vi)) is of dimension 1 when (E, q) = (2, 3” > 3), 
(2, 5), and is 0 otherwise. Using (4.2) we have an exact sequence of KX,- 
modules K >-+ Hom( U, , Ud --f+ *(A, I’,). When p +’ I this sequence splits 
and we may see Hl(X, , H1(A, V,)) has the claimed upper bound by using 
Theorem 3.2. In case p 1 1 the X,,-cohomology of the above sequence gives the 
exact sequence -+ HI(X, , K) -+ HI(X, , Hom( U, , U,)) -+ ZP(X, , H1(A, Vd) 
--+ H2(Xo , K) -+. H2(X,, , K) = H2(SL,(q), K) has constituents consisting of 
groups that are involved in the p-part of the Schur multiplier of SL,(q). From 
[12] this group is 0. Now, using Theorem 3.2 to complete the analysis, it is seen 
H1(X, , HI(A, Vr)) has the claimed upper bound. We shall soon see the lower 
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bound also holds. Alternately, it may be varified directly that the generators 
given in the proof of Lemma 3.3 are stable for the diagonal subgroup of X = 
G&(Q), and hence are the restrictions of cocycles defined on X. 
Finally we claim ZP(A, V#’ is 0 except when (1,q) ~((2, 3), (2, 5), (2, 8)). 
From (4.2) we can make the exact sequence of KX-modules H >+ H2(A, VI) -+ 
Im r2 where H is defined by the exact sequence of KX-modules Hom(A, -lU,) 
>-+ H2(A, U,) --++ H. Taking X-cohomology of these we obtain the exact 
sequences 
Hx >--f H2(A, UJx -+ (Im n2)” ---f (4.3) 
Hom(A, -rU,# >---f H2(A, VI)” -+ Hx -+ H1(X, Hom(A, -lU,)) +. (4.4) 
According to Lemma 4.3 we have (Im rrJx C H2(A, -‘U# = 0 with the 
noted exceptions. Furthermore H2(A, UJx = 0. Using Theorem 2. I, or the 
central elements in Xwhen (1, p) = (2,2), ‘t 1 IS seen that H1(X, Hom(A, -‘U,)) = 
0 except when (I, 4) = (2, 8). 
We use this information in (1.3) and (1.4) with W = V, and see the upper 
bound of the theorem holds when i = 1 except possibly when (1, Q) E ((2, 3), 
(2, 5) (2, 8)}. For the first of these we refer to [9] or [18, Theorem 81. 
Consider now the other two cases. We claim H2(P, U,) = 0, and we claim 
H2(P, -rU,) is 0 when Q = 8 and is contained in K when 4 = 5. Observe these 
and Lemma 1.3 show H2(P, V,) has the claimed upper bound. We may use 
(4.1) for H2(SL,(q), Vi). To prove the claim we use (1.3) and (1.4) with W = U, 
or -lU, . According to Lemma 4.3, H2(A, W)x = 0. It is seen that X has central 
elements acting fixed-point-freely on W and H,(A, U,). Thus H2(X, W) = 0 
and, using Lemma 3.3, Hi(X, Hom(A, W)) = 0 except when 4 = 5 and 
w = -‘U, . 
Assume (I, Q, z) = (2, 35 > 3, 1). It is seen that the nonzero term in the 
previous analysis has its projection in U, . This suggests we may use the dis- 
cussion following (1.3) and (1.4), together with the explicit cocycles given in 
Section 3 to construct explicitly a generator of H2(P, U,). We may then embed 
this in H2(P, V) and check if the cocycle is stable for the remaining Weyl 
generators of S&(Q). The cocycle (restricted to a Sylow 3-subgroup) turns out 
to be 
where (T = Q E r. Let Q be the Sylow 3-subgroup of upper triangular matrices 
and let 
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in s&(3”). It is seen that (wi - 1) .f / U n Uwi = Sgi where g, = 0 and 
This means [f j Q] is stable for a set of fundamental generators of the Weyl 
group and so f is the restriction of a cocycle defined on S&(3”). 
When (1, 4) = (2, 5) a similar procedure yields a cocycle whose class is not 
stable for all the fundamental generators of the Weyl group. In order to construct 
the cocycle in this case it is convenient to use the “other” maximal parabolic 
subgroup. Define B = {(i %) 1 b E K2 (rows)} and Y = {(i i) 1 y E G&(5), 
t = l/det(y)}, R = (B, Y). Wh en b E K2 (rows) let M(b) = (: 1) and when 
x e K let 
100 
M(x) = 0 1 x . 
t i 0 0 1 
We have a split exact sequence of groups B P-+ R-t+ Y. Let Us = {(t) E 
k-3 (columns) 1 K E K} and U, = V/U,, . It is seen that P = U,, . Thus the 
B-cohomology of the exact sequence U,, P-+ V--+-t 77, gives the exact sequence 
of Y modules U, >-+ Hom(B, U,) -+ Hl(B, V) +* Hom(B, U,) +. Identify 
Hom(B, 77,) with the 2 x 2 matrices over K by letting H: M(b) -+ Hbt, where 
H is a 2 x 2 matrix. It is seen the action of Y on Hom(B, U,) is given by 
M(y): H-t M(y) HM(Y)~. W e c aim Im v is the module of symmetric matrices 1 
in Hom(B, U,). To see this take f E Ci(B, V) and write fi for the projection of 
f on zii , i = 0, 1. It is seen f~ Z1(B, V) iff fi E Hom(B, U,) and j,,(b + c) - 
f,,(b) - fO(c) = bf,(c). Writing fi(c) = Fct for some 2 x 2 matrix F, it is seen 
the left side of this equation implies F is symmetric. On the other hand, if F 
is symmetric we may setf,,(b) = +bFbt and see the cocycle condition is satisfied. 
ljow it is seen that Hl(B, V) N Im GT, which is isomorphic to the module of 
symmetric matrices. 
Let J = (t -i’, and observe that XJX” = J for all x E SL,(5). Using this fact 
it is seen that H--f HJ gives an SL,(5) isomorphism from Hom(B, U,) onto the 
module of 2 x 2 matrices with conjugation action, and that the symmetric 
matrices correspond to the matrices of trace 0. Now Lemma 3.3 shows Hl(Y, 
Hom(B, V)) has dimension at most I. It may be checked explicitly that M(x) ---f 
S(x) = ($$ “2”) E Hom(B, U,) is a nontrivial cocycle defined on a Sylow 
5-subgroup of Y, which is stable for the diagonal subgroup of Y. We define 
d(x): b + (i$$) E K3 (columns) = V. It may be checked that d E Z’(Y, 
Z1(B, V)). Using this it may be formally checked that if we definef(M(a) M(x), 
-V(b) M(y)) = M(a) d(x) (b”)) then f~ .Z(Q, V) and Y[f] = [d] # 0, where Q 
is the Sylow 5-subgroup of upper triangular matrices and Y is the map of (I .3). 
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If wi , i = 1,2, are as before, then it is seen (wi - 1) * f 1 Q n Qwi = i3gi where 
g, = 0 and 
This completes the proof of the lower bound when i = 1. 
Assume now 1 < i < 1. Thus 2 > 3. For the lower bound we recall that 
S&(q) N G’,+(q) and that V, is the standard six-dimensional orthogonal module 
for this group. It is known Hs(G$.(2”), X2”) # 0 when K > 3 with the exception 
(K, s) = (3, 1) [lo, Corollary I, 111. 
Now we prove the upper bound. Using Lemma 3.5 it is seen EP(X, &(A, 
cUk)) = 0 except for the cases (I, Q, u, i, K) E {(3,2* > 2, +,2,2), (I, 4, 3, 3,2)}. 
By induction (or using the central elements in X when induction fails) we have 
H2(X, ‘U,) = 0. N ow use Lemma 4.3 and sequences (1.3), (1.4) with W = CU, 
to see H2(P, rZ7,) = 0 with possible exceptions only when (1, 4, i, R) E ((3, 28 > 
2, 2, 2), (I, 3, 2, l), (1, 3, 2, 2), (I, 4, 3,2)}. This ‘gives the upper bound except 
when (1, p, ;) = (Z,3, 2) or (I, 4, 3). In the first of these exceptions we refer to 
(4.1) for the case Z > 3 and [18, Theorem 81 for the case Z = 3. For the second 
we refer to (4.1) to see we need only settle the case 1 = 5. 
Consider now the case (I, 4, i) = (5,4, 3). First we show that in (4.2) we 
have Im rrl !z U, . Suppose f (normalized) is in G(A, V,) and write f(u) = 
Cfh) where f@) E ui , i = 3, 2, (again we will need only the X0 structure of 
the Ui’s so we omit the superscript 5). It is seen the cocycle condition on f is 
equivalent to the conditions f2 E Hom(A, U,) and 
f& + 6) - fd4 - f2(4 = (a - 1) f2W (4.5) 
for all a, b E A. We claim that a necessary and sufficient condition that an arbi- 
trary fi E Hom(A, U,) 1 ies in Im 7r1 is that (a, b) --f (u - I)f,(b) is alternate. 
The necessity is immediate from (4.5) using the fact that p = 2 and f is normal- 
ized. For the sufficiency, observe that when this condition is satisfied we may 
choose fa to be any quadratic form whose associated bilinear form is the one 
indicated. 
Now we determine Im 7r1 using this necessary and sufficient condition. 
Observe first that since A is K-linear on V, , the condition implies Im r1 C 
Hom,(A, U,). Suppose f2 E Hom,(A, U,) and let a, E A be defined by a,: 
ei - ei + %.t+le, . Then we may write f2(u,) = C u,,(~,~) e, A ei A el+, , where 
we sum over all two elements subsets {i,j} of (l,..., I}. Define 4(u, 6) = 
(a - 1) f2(b). Then it is seen 
NQr 9 4 = C a,,(i.e=i A ef A e, . 
We claim the following are equivalent: 
(4.6) 
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(i) + is symmetric; 
(3 a,,{i.d = 0 h w en r $ {;,j} and a,,(,,,) = a,~,,~) for all r, s and i # j; 
(iii) 4 is alternate. 
To see (i) G- (ii) choose r # s and i, j distinct from s. Using (4.6) and com- 
paring the coefficients of ei A ei A er in the equation $(a, , a,) = $(us, a,), we 
see u,,~~,J = 0 when s $ {i, j}. With this fact and (4.6) it is seen that +(a, , a,) = 
&as T a,) implies u,,(,,~) = u,,{,,~) . The implication (ii) => (iii) is easily verified 
using (4.6) and the implication (iii) + (i) is trivial. 
Next we claim dim, Im rrl = 1. Note that u~,(~,~) = a,,~,~) implies each choice 
of u,,(,,~) determines 2 - 1 coefficients. Thus the Z(Z - 1) coefficients u,,t,,g 
reduce to I free choices. Finally we claim Im 7r1 N U, . We use Aut(5’L,(28)) 
[4, Theorem 12.5.1] to see X,, cv S&(29 has 2 1 r 1 nontrivial KX,, modules of 
dimension 1. Evidently they are { VlO}, {( VFY}, (T E r. According to Theorem 2.1, 
U, is the only one of these contained in Horn&A, U,) ‘v Hom,(U, , U.J. 
We now evaluate the terms of (1.3) and (1.4) when W = V, using (4.2) and 
the fact that Im rTT1 E Ul. First observe H2(X, VaA) = H2(X, V,) = 0 by 
induction. From (4.2) we have an exact sequence of KX,,-modules 
Hom(A, UJU, >--+ ZP(A, I’,) -++ U, . Hi(X,, , U,) = 0 follows from Theo- 
rem 3.1. Hi(X, , Hom(A, U,)/U,) = 0 follows from the facts that Hi(X,, , 
Hom(A, Us)) = 0, by Theorem 3.2, and H2(X,, , U,) = 0 by induction. These 
imply ZP(X, ZP(A, V,)) = 0. 
From(4.2) we have an exact sequenceH >-a H2(A, U,)-+H2(A, VJ++Im~,, 
where H = Coker m1 . Since (I m n2)r C H2(A, U,)” = 0 by Lemma 4.2, our 
proof is complete if we show (H2(A, U&3(H))* = 0. 
It is seen that if h E Hom(A, U,) then S(h) = 4 where +(a, b) = (u - 1) h(b). 
Thus the equivalence of (i) and (“‘) m a ove implies Im 6 n Hi,(A, U,) = 0. Now b 
U-6) induces the exact sequence Hom(A, U,) >-+ H2(A, U@(H) - 
Alt2(A, H)/dS(H). We have seen the X-fixed points of the first term are 0. So 
it is sufficient to see the same holds for the third term. Recall the decomposition 
Alt2(A, U,) C Hom(A, Hom(A, U,)) = @ H,,, where H,,, = H,(A, H,(A, U,)) 
and we sum over all (T, T E r. It is seen that 6(H) 2 @(o,7)z(2,2) H,,, . By Theo- 
rem 2.2 we have Hz,, = 0. Furthermore, a detail analysis shows that if T is the 
diagonal subgroup of S&(4) then HT,, = 0 when (a, T) # (2, 2) (this also follows 
from the calculations in [16, Lemmas 4.7 and 4.81. Since T is a 2’-group 
@(0,5)+(2,2) (H,,,/LC~(H))~ = 0. This completes the proof. 
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